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It is early November … a cold, cloudy day.  I am running a long list of errands, the final one of 
which is a trip to the bank.   I love this bank because it looks like the one in It’s a Wonderful Life.  
All marble and dark wood … even the ceiling, so high above my head, is beautiful.  Somewhere I 
read that its style is neo-classic.  (I don’t know what that means exactly, but I was impressed.)  
It was designed by the “father of American architecture” in 1905.  As I move from the daylight 
into its interior dim, it feels as though I step back in time.  Always I half expect to see George 
Bailey.  But instead, as my eyes are still adjusting, I see an old man with long, snowy white hair 
with a long snowy-white beard to match.  To boot, he’s wearing an elf-like cap.   Delighted, my 
mind lights on the rhyme: 

 

His eyes-how they twinkled! His dimples how merry! 
His cheeks were like roses, his nose like a cherry! 
His droll little mouth was drawn up like a bow, 
And the beard of his chin was as white as the snow.  Clement Clark Moore 

I realize that I must be staring at him but he’s staring at me, too.  As I was still quite bald at the 
start of November, I had grown accustomed to the staring.  I step onto the line right behind 
him.  He turns full around to get a better look at me looking only at my head.  By that time I had 
heard quite a range of comments about my hair … or rather, the lack thereof.  I prepared myself 
for whatever it was he would finally say.   

I offer a preemptive greeting:  “Hello!”   

With a heavy accent he says:  “The women at Auschwitz had their heads shaved like that.” 

Well.   

My mind races from the North Pole to the concentration camp.   

“Were you in the camp?”  I ask.   

He rolls up his sleeve and there they are: the numbers that say more than any words ever 
could.    

I reach out and take his arm.  “I’m so sorry.” 

 “A long time ago.  I’m 90 years old. It must have made me stronger.” 

The dismissive wave of his hand makes it clear that what he really, really, wants to talk about is 
my bald head. 

Now, we are not alone. I have felt the presence of a third participant in this conversation. I look 
past him to take in the woman at the start of the line.  She is the kind of beautiful that glows 
with empathy and good will.  She has been listening in and lurching through every turn of this 
surprising exchange.       



I return my focus from her back to him.   

What about my hair?   Why?  He wonders. 

I explain about the cancer and the chemotherapy.   Again the woman in front of us has reason 
to look stricken.  Now I wish I could reach out to hold her by the arm.   

“You’ll make it.”  He says.  “You look healthy.” 

“Well, except for the cancer and all.”  I respond and all three of us laugh.   

“A friend of mine was diagnosed with cancer 50 years ago.  She’s still alive!” he says.   We both 
hope that the same will be true of me.   

The tellers’ windows are free now and just like that he moves on.  But the woman at the head 
of the line hangs back with some urgency. She needs to say something to me.  I walk to her.   

“My husband died the day before his 52 birthday.  This loss has given me perspective,” she 
says.  I feel a generous peace emanating from her.  It is the kind of peace born of the hard work 
it demands.  We agree that perspective is perhaps the most important thing in difficult times.  
She takes my arm, wishes me luck and moves on. 

By now I am called by the teller.  As I approach the window I look for the man because I want to 
say a proper good-bye but he is gone.    

This entire story – one that spans life times and whole chapters of human & personal history - 
happens in the span of about three minutes.  On a bank line.  I am left nearly breathless from its 
scope and depth.  And I leave the bank feeling lighter … my burden lessened by two strangers.  
We are after all fellow sojourners through sorrow and loss.  Most importantly, we are bound by 
a sense of perspective. 

Perspective.  Perspective is what brings us to say to ourselves and to each other:  “It could be 
worse.”  The storm could have been worse.  The damage could have been worse.  The diagnosis 
could have been worse.  The loss could have been worse.  Perspective doesn’t erase the 
devastation.  It just helps keep us going.  Even through the most unimaginable loss.  Even when 
the situation is, indeed, about as devastating as it can possibly get we hold onto a thread of 
perspective as thin as a spider’s silk.  But spider’s silk is deceptive, Friends.   Did you know that 
the spider’s silk is as strong as steel of the same weight?  A tendril of spider’s silk:  it’s all the 
perspective you need to hold on.   

On Christmas Eve we cross the threshold into this sanctuary holding the joy and sorrow that the 
year has brought.  We come seeking the inspiration to hold on.  We come hoping to find solace, 
uplift and beauty.  In the company of fellow sojourners we find it in the music of the season.  
Right about now we are needing those angels that we have heard on high.  Gloria & Amen!   
And most of all, we come to hear the ancient story of a child’s birth.  The story of one life’s 
humble start that nevertheless continues to change hearts and minds these 2000-plus years 
since.  Through this story we are reminded that all things are possible and that this message is 



found everywhere … in a manger … on the bank line … in prison … at the Meal Center … the 
Hospitality Center … the shelter.  In our homes.  In our hearts.  We need only be truly awake to 
recognize it. 

So, I wish you a truly awake Christmas.  One of a strengthening perspective.  One of great love. 

Merry Christmas, Friends. 

 

 

 


